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   Fifty-Three Years Ago Today… 

 





    

   Fifty Years Ago Today 

       







 

Today’s Class Outline 

 

Brief Review of Upper Air Measurements. Transition from  

Monsoon (Easterly) to Westerly Winds Regime 

 

Peak of Hurricane Season 

     Hurricane Dolly remnants from 2008 

 

Current Weather Briefing 

 

Hurricane Dorian aftermath; claims of Climate Crisis in the News 

 

I review similar claims about Hurricane Harvey in 2017 

 

2019’s Fires in the Amazon Forest—Material you have not seen 

in media reports. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

A week ago on 4 Sep, Wednesday AM, Winds were from the East--

Monsoon pattern 

 

Morning Sounding -- Surface Inversion of Temperature 

 

 

 

5 Sept 19/0000Z 

 

Wednesday Evening Sounding -- Superadiabatic Surface Layer. 

 

Planetary Boundary Layer Sfc=>600mb 

 

Potentially warm air above 600mb or ~14,000 ft MSL. 

 

By Wednesday PM, there were strong westerlies aloft 

 

30,000 – 45,000 ft MSL. 

 

Remains of Fernand did bring cloudiness / showers over the weekend. 
 



http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif     Skew-T Log P diagram 

Skewed Temperatures in Blue 

Also  Blue 

 

in the Vertical 

 

Pressures decrease 

 

logarithmically  

The GREEN LINE 

is the Dew Point 

temperature 

from the same  

sounding. 

 

The RED line is  

the temperature 

from the weather 

balloon sounding 

 

 

The Skew-T allows easy calculation of dozens of thermodynamic variables 

“Graph paper” for  

Meteorologists 

Pw = 1.83 

4 Sep 2019/1200Z 
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http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif Review: Skew-T Log P diagram 

Skewed Temperatures in Blue 

Also in Blue 

 

in the Vertical 

 

Pressures  

decrease 

 

logarithmically  

The  

GREEN LINE 

is the Dew Point 

temperature 

from the same  

sounding.  

 

The RED line is  

the temperature 

from the weather 

balloon sounding 

 

 

The Skew-T allows easy calculation of dozens of thermodynamic variables 

Equal Area represents Equal Energy 

“Graph paper” for  

Meteorologists 

5 Sep 19/ 0000/z 
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Surface Thermometers are in the Stevenson Screen 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/rawinsondes 
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“Textbook Examples” 

 

Moist Adiabatic Layer 

 

Dry Adiabatic Layer 

 



Surface Layer Superadiabatic 

75-knots very strong 

for very late summer! 

 

“Leaved,” …multiple 

tropopauses 

Nearby: 

 Towering Cumulus/ 

Cumulonimbus 

Clouds 

Dry Adiabatic Layer 

Dry Adiabatic Layer 

 9 Sep 17 Evening Sounding   



Surface Layer Superadiabatic 

Planetary Boundary  

Layer ~ Dry Adiabatic 

Cloud Base: MinTemperature- 

 Dewpoint Depression 

Cloud Layer: 

 Moist Adiabatic 

Cloud Top; no longer moist adiabatic abv 

Probable Tropopause 

Stratosphere, above Tropopause 

The GREEN LINE 

is the Dew Point 

temperature 

from the same  

sounding. 

The RED line is  

the temperature 

from the weather 

balloon sounding 

10 July 17    Evening Sounding 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=175qE_j5MZ0 

 

Planetary 

Boundary Layer 

Tropopause 

Stratosphere 

Troposphere 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=175qE_j5MZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=175qE_j5MZ0


http://www.hurricanescience.org/science/science/activity/ 

http://www.hurricanescience.org/science/science/activity/


X-Axis = Day of year Y-Axis= average number of storms in Atlantic Basin 



 

Remnants of Hurricane Dolly over Las Cruces 

 

On 26 July 2008 as the remnants of Hurricane 

Dolly approached from the southeast, the Las Cruces 

 weather was overcast with plentiful rain.  

 

 Near noontime, the rain stopped and the sun 

 suddenly came out! 

 

I went outside and indeed the remnants of the  

eye of Dolly were over Las Cruces. 

 

 

 





 

“Animated GIF” from Don Veazey 

 





 

Current Weather Briefing… 

 

Starting with Sunday Evening 

and Monday Morning 

 

 

 



http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif     Skew-T Log P diagram 9 Sep 19 0000Z 

 

The RED line is  

the temperature 

from the weather 

balloon sounding 

 

 

 

The GREEN LINE 

is the Dew Point 

temperature 

from the same  

sounding. 

Stratosphere 

 

Tropopause 

 

Troposphere 

 

Planetary Boundary 

Layer 

 

Surface Boundary’ 

Layer 

 

Dry Adiabats 

 

Moist Adiabats 

Westerlies! 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif


Monday, 9 Sept 2019/1200L 1800Z.  Towering Cumulus Cloud base just below Organ 

Needle ~ 9,000 Ft MSL. 



http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif 

Monday 9 Sep 2019 

1200Z  

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif
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  Las Cruces Noon Observation from Las Cruces International Airport KLRU 

METAR text:  KLRU 091755Z AUTO 18005KT 10SM SCT033 SCT090 27/16 A3010RMK 

AO2 T02720163 10272 20205   

Conditions at:  KLRU(LAS CRUCES INTL , NM, US) observed 1755 UTC 09 September 

2019   

Temperature:  27.2°C (81°F)   

Dewpoint:  16.3°C (61°F) [RH = 51%]  

Monday 9 Sep 2019 

1200Z Skew-T 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/epz.gif


http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/upaCNTR_500.gif 

   A week ago!    
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http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/upper/upaCNTR_500.gif 

Winter-time pattern  

developing. 

 

Westerlies all but 

Southeastern  

States 

Closed Low 

Spokane 

5940M High 

 over CO gone 

                 Today, 11 Sep 2019 1200Z             
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http://wxweb.meteostar.com/models/noaaport_loop.php?PATH=/var/www/leads_images/ 

satellite/SYS/COMP/ 

Surface Cold Core 

Low Rain/Showers 

 WY. 

Cold Air Cumulus 

offshore WA. 

Satellite Radar 

Composite  

http://wxweb.meteostar.com/models/noaaport_loop.php?PATH=/var/www/leads_images/satellite/SYS/COMP/
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https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo.php?basin=atlc&fdays=2 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo.php?basin=atlc&fdays=2


https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo.php?basin=epac&fdays=2 

ITCZ is well-developed 

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/gtwo.php?basin=epac&fdays=2


http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/surface/ 

 

 

Horizontal Weather Depiction 

 

Sometimes “HWD” 

 

Red Allows rapid identification 

of threatening weather. 

 

Similar to Military Situation Map 

 

Magenta = even worse 

 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/surface/


 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/info/index.php?referrer=surface 
 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/info/index.php?referrer=surface
http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/info/index.php?referrer=surface


http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/surface/displaySfc.php?region=abq&endD

ate=20190911&endTime=-1&duration=0 
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This is the top line result on a Google Search on <METAR KGUP> Gallup NM  

https://aviationweather.gov/adds/metars/index?submit=1&station_ids=KGUP&chk_ 

metars=on&hoursStr=2&std_trans=translated&chk_tafs=on 
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https://aviationweather.gov/adds/metars/index?submit=1&station_ids=KHOB&chk_ 

metars=on&hoursStr=2&chk_tafs=on&std_trans=translated 

METAR KHOB 
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Map from clicking 

HWD  COD 

 

Shows WX with 

Wyoming Low 

http://weather.rap.ucar.edu/surface/displaySfc.php?region=cod&endDate=20190911& 

endTime=-1&duration=0 
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https://aviationweather.gov/adds/metar

s/index?submit=1&station_ids=KOLF&

chk_metars=on&hoursStr=2&std_ 

trans=translated&chk_tafs=on 

 

<METAR KOLF> 
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Wed AM  EPZ Sounding 

11 Sept 2019/1200Z 

 

Pw = 3.31 cm 

 

Jet Stream Pattern  

Developing 

 

“leaved” Tropopause 



https://forecast.weather.gov/product.php?site=NWS&issuedby=EPZ&product=AFD& 

format=ci&version=1&glossary=1 
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https://forecast.weather.gov/product.php?site=NWS&issuedby=EPZ&product=AFD& 

format=ci&version=1&glossary=1 

.DISCUSSION... As we move through mid September the forecast 

weather pattern will begin to look more and more Fall like. Currently 

we have an upper level ridge over the southeast U.S. while over the 

Great Basin of Nevada and Utah we have an upper level trough. This 

upper level trough will slowly progress to the east across Colorado 

today and tonight. The trough is too far north to give us rain chances, 

but it will help usher in drier air on some westerly surface winds today. 

Our thunderstorm chances this afternoon and evening will be limited to 

area mountains and a few locations east of the Rio Grande. On 

Thursday the dry air will be in place so we will see lower rain chances. 

On Friday we will see an east push that will allow moisture and rain 

chances to return to our forecast. Our best rain chances will be on 

Friday evening into Saturday. Then by Sunday the upper level ridge to 

our east will try and push the moisture into Arizona. But on Monday 

and approaching upper level trough from the west will begin begin to 

push the moisture back to the east over New Mexico. As the trough 

gets closer we will see better rain chances. If the GFS is to be believed 

we could see some strong to severe storms next Tuesday night, but 

I`m getting way ahead of myself. 
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https://forecast.weather.gov/glossary.php?word=moisture
https://forecast.weather.gov/glossary.php?word=trough
https://forecast.weather.gov/glossary.php?word=GFS


 

Human-Caused CO2-fueled Climate Change in the news 

 

Hurricane Dorian, CNNs Climate Crisis Town Hall 

 

100% Renewable Energy Claims and Plans 

 

Detection and Attribution, Tropical Cyclone Diagnostics 

 

 

Change Power Point to 2019 Hurricane Dorian, etc 



 

 

Review of claims that 2017’s Hurricane Harvey 

 was made more severe by Human-Caused 

CO2-Fueled global warming 

 

 



https://wattsupwiththat.com/2017/08/31/michael-manns-claims-that-harvey-was-caused-by 

-global-warming-are-destroyed-by-an-operational-meteorologist/ 
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The notion that “Global Warming” caused Harvey to intensify is belied by the 

data: 

European (ECMWF) 500 millibar chart  average of 26-31 August 2017 blue = 

cold 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    Notion that “Global Warming” caused Harvey to intensify is belied by the data: 

European (ECMWF) 850 millibar  Temp. chart  average of 26-31 Aug 2017: blue = cold 

 850 mb ~ 5000 ft MSL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   Notion that “Global Warming” caused Harvey to stall over Texas is belied by the data: 

 It’s happened before; this is Joe Bastardi describing Michael Mann’s errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full Disclosure: I have known Joe Bastardi since 

1963 when his Dad and I were Texas A&M students  



 

 

The notion that “Global Warming” caused Harvey to stall over Texas is belied by the 

data: 

 It has happened before: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   Notion that “Global Warming” caused Harvey to stall over Texas is belied by the data: 

     It has happened before:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Joe Bastardi is using  Wikipedia to gather  

information to destroy Michael Mann’s arguments   

Quick Sidebar on Wikipedia and “Wikipedia’s Climate Doctor” ahead 



Added 5 Dec 2018: 

https://www.masterresource.org/houston-chronicle/houston-chronicle-harvey-alarmism/ 

 

 

Full Disclosure: I have had several post in Rob Bradley’s blog, Master Resource, one 

coming 12 Sept 2019. 
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http://www.drroyspencer.com/2017/08/why-houston-flooding-isnt-a-sign-of-climate-change/ 

 

Going back even earlier, a Category 4 hurricane struck Galveston in 1900,  

killing between 6,000 and 12,000 people. That was the greatest natural disaster in U.S. history. 

And don’t forget, we just went through an unprecedented length of time – almost 12 years – 

 without a major hurricane (Cat 3 or stronger) making landfall in the U.S. 
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One of the most important findings of our studies is that there are long-term variations 

 in catastrophic hurricane activities at millennial timescales.  

The inter-millennial variability is superimposed on the inter-decadal and interannual 

 variability that has been documented based on the instrumental hurricane record of  

this century (Gray, 1990; Landsea et al., 1996).  

 

Data from Western Lake and adjacent lakes suggest that catastrophic hurricanes 

 struck the Florida Panhandle much more frequently during the first millennium 

 AD than the last 1000 years.  

 

The notion that the current millennium is relatively quiescent in catastrophic 

 hurricane activities has important scientific and practical implications.  

 

If future global climate change results in a return to the hyperactive hurricane regime  

typical of the first millennium AD, the Gulf of Mexico coast would experience a dramatic 

 increase in the risk of catastrophic hurricane landfalls. 

 Understanding the climatological mechanisms controlling such long-term variations in 

 hurricane activities is one of the most challenging tasks for climate scientists and  

global change researchers. 

 

Paragraphing and Bolding Added 

 

 

http://coastandenvironment.lsu.edu/docs/faculty/liu/paleoecology_web/index_files/marsh.pdf 
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http://www.nationalpost.com/opinion/columnists/story.html?id=62e1c98e-01ed-

4c55-bf3d-5078af9cb409       

                    By Lawrence Solomon 

How Wikipedia’s green doctor, William Connolley, rewrote 5,428 climate articles  

 

Climategate Emails describe how a small band of climatologists cooked the books to make  

the last century seem dangerously warm. 

 

The emails also describe how the band plotted to rewrite history as well as science, particularly 

 by eliminating the Medieval Warm Period, a 400 year period that began around 1000 AD. 

 

The Climategate Emails reveal something else, too: the enlistment of the most widely read  

source of information in the world — Wikipedia — in the wholesale rewriting of this history. 
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These can be accessed on the web page,  

https://casf.me/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Wikipedias-Climate-Doctor-by-

Lawrence-Soloman.pdf 
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Another point about Harvey and Greenhouse Warming 

  

X-Axis: Time since 1979    Y-Axis Temperature departure, blue, plotted  

every month 

If  greenhouse warming effect is so strong, why didn’t Hurricanes 

 of Harvey’s, Irma’s, Maria’s, Dorian’s strengths form in 2016?  

http://www.drroyspencer.com/wpcontent/uploads/UAH_LT_1979_thru_August_2019_v6.jpg 
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On the notion expressed in the CNN town hall 

 

 “Hurricanes recently are stronger than ever, and getting more 

 numerous over time.”  

 

 

We’ve heard this before….Let’s look at some data: 

 

 



Climate  Short 

In the days after Superstorm Sandy 

this claim: <tropical> “Storms Today are 

Different” 

Bob Endlich 

bendlich@msn.com   

12 Sep  2017 

 Weather, Climate and Climate Change—What the Data Say  
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“Storms Today Are Different” 
"Because of sea level rise, the storm 

surge was much more intense, 

 much higher than it would have been in 

 a non-climate-changed world.“ 

Jane Lubchenco, NOAA Chief 

13 December 2012 



 

Storms today are different," says Jane Lubchenco, who 

heads the  National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 

which includes the National Weather Service.  

 

"Because of sea level rise, the storm surge was much more 

intense, much higher than it would have been in a non-

climate changed world.“ 

 

…NPR, Morning Edition, Thursday, 13 Dec 2012 

 

Let’s examine this claim in light of some pertinent data. 

 

From a news story on Hurricane, then post-tropical 

 storm, Sandy, in late 2012: 

 



http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/refresh/graphics_at3+shtml/030836.shtml?gm_esurge 

Storm Surge Map for 

Sandy 

 

NOAA: Surge = ~14 Ft 

near NYC 

 

<CO2 ~ 394 PPM> 

 

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/refresh/graphics_at3+shtml/030836.shtml?gm_esurge




Sea Level Rate of Rise from one of the longest tide gage station records in the 

USA,  The Battery, New York City, close to where Sandy came ashore. 

http://www.sealevel.info/MSL_graph.php?id=Battery 

The mean rate of Sea Level Rise is 0.93 ft in 100 years.  

X-Axis: Time, years. 

    

Y-Axis (Left) Sea Level Ht, meters.   Y-Axis (Right) Atmospheric <CO2> 

http://www.sealevel.info/MSL_graph.php?id=Battery


                   1935 Labor Day Hurricane Storm Surge over 18 ft 
…the compact and intense hurricane caused extreme damage in the upper Florida Keys, 

as a storm surge of approximately 18 to 20 feet  swept over the low-lying islands… 

<CO2~306 PPM> 

 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1935_Labor_Day_hurricane 
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1938:  “Long Island Express” Hurricane’s Storm Surge was 18 to 25 Ft  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1938_New_England_hurricane 

 

The 1938 New England Hurricane (also called the 

Great New England Hurricane and Long Island 

Express)… one of the deadliest and most destructive 

tropical cyclones to strike Long Island, New York and 

New England.  

 

 …the hurricane killed 682 people,[2] damaged or 

destroyed more than 57,000 homes, and caused property 

losses estimated at US$306 million ($4.7 billion in 

2017).[3] 

 

 Damaged trees and buildings were still seen in the 

affected  

areas as late as 1951.[4] 

 

 … most powerful and deadliest hurricane in recorded 

New 

 England history, eclipsed in landfall intensity perhaps 

only by the Great Colonial Hurricane of 1635.[5] 

The storm surge hit Westerly, Rhode Island at 3:50 pm EDT, resulting in  

100 deaths there alone.[22] 

…tide was even higher than usual because of the Autumnal Equinox and 

full moon. …storm tides of 14 to 18 feet (5 m) across most the Long Island 

and Connecticut coast, with 18- to 25-foot (8 m) tides from New London 

east to Cape Cod. 
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We’ve examined Jane Lubchenco’s claim that, because of 

 climate-changed sea level rise,  the surge for superstorm 

 (post-tropical storm) Sandy was greater than for previous storms. 

 

 

We found increasing atmospheric <CO2> has NOT increased the 

rate at which sea level rises. 

 

 

NOAA’s data showed a 14 ft storm surge for Sandy at New York. 

 

We found the storm surge for the 1935 Labor Day Hurricane  

in Florida was 18 to 20 ft. 

 

 

We found the storm surge for the 1838 “Long Island Express” 

hurricane was 18 to 25 ft in coastal Massachusetts. 

 

 

We found that Jane Lubchenco’s claims are Incorrect or False.  

 

 



“Storms Today Are Different” 
"Because of sea level rise, the storm 

surge was much more intense, 

 much higher than it would have been in 

a non-climate changed world.“ 

 

Jane Lubchenco,  former NOAA Chief 

 

 

 

Was she speaking out of ignorance of the facts, 

 or for political reasons? 
 


